**Luxury travel**

**Ancient Jaffa, Israel's coolest new quarter**

Chic hotels, amazing food and hip bars are transforming this historic area

Tel Aviv writes

Bridge Harrison

It’s a sunny evening on Jaffa’s main street and we’re in a busy restaurant called the Old City. The place is packed with local hipsters and there are queues of people waiting to get in. The food is amazing, with fresh ingredients, and the atmosphere is lively and buzzy.

The Old City is a great place to stay for those who want to explore the ancient city of Jaffa. The small streets are filled with shops and cafes, and there are plenty of places to eat.

The view from the terrace of the Old City Hotel is stunning, with a view over the sea and the Old City walls. It’s a great place to relax and unwind.

The Old City Hotel is a great base for exploring the ancient city of Jaffa and the surrounding area.

**Drisco Hotel**

This hotel is located in the heart of Jaffa and offers a fantastic location for exploring the ancient city.

The hotel has a modern and stylish design, with a rooftop terrace that offers stunning views over the sea and the Old City walls.

The rooms are comfortable and well-equipped, with free Wi-Fi and air conditioning.

**The Setai Hotel**

This hotel is located near the beach and offers a relaxed and peaceful atmosphere.

The rooms are spacious and well-appointed, with a/c, minibar and private terrace.

The hotel has a rooftop pool and a fitness center, as well as an on-site restaurant.

**Dining options**

There are plenty of dining options in Jaffa, ranging from street food stalls to high-end restaurants.

Some recommended places to eat include:

- **Shuk Hapishpishim**: This is a famous market in Jaffa, where you can find a variety of foods from all over the Middle East.
- **North Abraxas**: This is a modern Israeli restaurant that offers creative dishes using local ingredients.
- **The New York Old Modern**: This is a stylish restaurant that offers a menu inspired by the city’s history.

**Transportation**

Jaffa is easily accessible by public transport, with a tram and bus network that covers the whole city.

**Safety**

Jaffa is considered a safe area, although it’s always a good idea to be aware of your surroundings and keep an eye out for any suspicious activity.

**Tips for visitors**

- **Book your hotel in advance**: Jaffa can get busy during peak seasons, so it’s best to book your hotel well in advance.
- **Use public transport**: The public transport network in Jaffa is reliable and easy to use.
- **Be aware of your surroundings**: While Jaffa is generally safe, it’s always a good idea to be aware of your surroundings and keep an eye out for any suspicious activity.
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